Learn about Data Science at a Fortune 100 company!

Data Science & Applied Machine Learning at Liberty Mutual Insurance

Liberty Mutual, recognized as a Best Place to Work for Diversity by both Fortune and Forbes, is hosting two virtual presentations in September for students interested in pursuing a career in analytics or data science! These events are hosted by the Data Science Diversity Outreach Program whose goal is to provide opportunities to underserved individuals looking to pursue careers in data science.

The details

Undergraduate and graduate students are welcomed to join us! Both events will provide overviews of our student mentorship program and 2022 internship programs. This includes our undergraduate Analyst Development Program and graduate level Data Science Internship Program.

Tuesday, September 21 3:00 pm to 4:00 pm EST

- Data science presentation where you can learn about practical data science applications in the insurance industry. This includes examples of aerial imagery and natural language processing techniques. There will also be an overview of navigating the recruitment process at Liberty Mutual.

Wednesday, September 22 12:00pm to 1:00 pm EST

- Career panel conversation with former interns, hiring managers, and campus recruiters. Learn about their career journeys and interact with Liberty Mutual representatives.

Registration:
Please click the below links to register for the event(s). After registering, students will receive additional details regarding virtual logistics.

- Tuesday, September 21: 3:00pm to 4:00pm EST
- Wednesday, September 22: 12:00pm to 1:00pm EST